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The PEACH: ! Study 2f ~ Ori5in, Olaaaification ~ 
Development. 
Introduction . 
This investigation was undertaken for the purpose of studying 
all acceseable data co earning the peach hich might b used 
1th reference to the fund ent l of peaoh breeding. It has 
been study of the origin and arly history, botanical position 
and name, systems used for the classification of varieties and 
the develop~ent of a plan for the forming of horticultural roups 
of varieties. A brief account of the peach industry in America, 
peach breeding, nd a discussion of peach characters. An out-
line is iven of a project being conducted at the Alabama 
Agricultural Experiment Station in broeding peachea resistant 
to Brown- Rot . 
The writer desires to ex reaa hia appreciation for the 
many favors which ~e has received. B is especially indebted 
to Dr . c. c. Thach, President of the Alabama Polytechnic Insti-
tune, for granting leave of bsence for the seeaion of 1909-1~, 
and to Professor s . A. Beach, under ham this investigation ha 
bead carried on, for his many uggeation, kindly criticis~ and 
interest in his behalf. Dr. L. H. Pammel has aided greatly in 
the rorking out of the botanical features and lif history of the 
Brown-Rot. He is under special obligations to Professor H. c. 
Irish, of the ~-isaouri Botanical Gardena, St. Louis, for per-
~iss~ion to examine hia large collection of peach seeds and v 
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herbar1um material. Also to Messrs. w. F . Wight and Wm. A. 
Taylor, of the United St.ates Department of Agrioul~ure , for the 
loan of' many specimens from the economic a.nd pomologica.l 
collections. 
The author he.a f"ound the several libraries of the Oollege 
well supplied with books and papers for his study. The Downing 
Collection is especially rich in files of period1oa.ls and standard 
works which are representative of the early activities of the 
horticulturists of America • 
.... 2 . 
Origin . 
The early history of the each, like that of ~any, if nott 
all , of the cultivated plants , cannot ith accuracy be traced 
to its original form or original home . It has undoubtedly been 
cultivated by man for time immemorial . any of the botanists 
and horticulturists state that the peach is of Pers·an or1 in 
becau se of the na. e ner8ica ihich haa come down through the ages . 
Geograph ica l nam0 ~ are often given to certain forms of plants or 
animals which do not accurately signify their original home . For 
instance, t he cornron name for the ins~ct comr.:only called the San 
Jose scale, does not give a clew to its real homo, but ie simply 
a nar.e of a county i n California, here it as introduced and 
first described in tl~is country and from which it has spread to 
oth~r rrts of ~J11.ericn. 
· i th man~r similar instances before us, it is h1;1.rdly necee-
aary, th~refore, to assume that the poach was indigenous to Per-
sia . According to Greene (1) some of the earliest riters group-
ed many fruits as the apple, pear, quince, orange, lemon, nore-
granate, jujube, and poach under the name 1·a1us. The peach \7as 
t hG?J; :novm ..., s :fol us Persica or Pers i an apple. It seer.is more cor-
rect to credit it to s o. e part of China. { Although I have not 
been able to consult the Chinese literature on this point, yet, 
I a:r. led t o infer tha~ the each :5 a mentioned in the re.cords f'or 
at least 2)00 years before the Christian ora . If this be true 
t . e each P.as ~:nown to t he Chinese lon before any records 
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wore r'ade ln western Asia , unless such ':ere lost centuri es ago . 
The tracing of the hiotory of our cultivated plants is ex-
tremely fascinatin,.~nd. it ia no wonder that Thomas Andrew Knight 
(2 ) wrote , in April , 1805: "Were _t possible to ascertain the 
primeval state of those vegetables which now occupy the attent ion 
of the gardonor and arriculturiet , and immediately or nore r e-
!:1otoly, conCT.uce tc the support and happineao of mankind; and 
could we trace out the various changes which a.rt or a ccident has , 
in nuccensive generations , produced in each , few inquiries would 
be more extensively interooting.fl) In the ca·e of -the peach i t 
is necessary to assume that it was well known , and long culti -
vated, hefore the founding of early Greece . One of the most 
thoroufh workers in this phase of' botanical research we.s(~he 
yo;.;ng0r 7De Candolle . Q:i s researches se.om to be extenai ve and 
thorou h. In his v10rk (3) , publis~ed in 1855,) he first gave 
China the ere( it of being the original home of the peach , and 
later in his "Ori~in of Cultivated Plants ," 1t was repeated ·and 
nevi dn.ta added . Ee states that the Greeks and Romana received 
the peach soon after the berrinning of the Christian era . The 
fnct that he was unable to ~:nd a sa.n?skrit or Hebrew name for 
the peach , lod him t~ in~er that this fruit was not known in 
Asia Elnor, or surrounding sections . De Candolle seems to have 
consulted all the earlier writers of htetory , botany, and of 
other nubjects in or<'ier to substantiate and defend hie decision . 
Some contend that the almond was the parent of the p~0 oh . 
As evidence of hew it ~ight happen , reference is made to the 
diverse tynos of Br saicas . About the only difference between 
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the almond and t he peach is that in one the kernel is used',while 
in the other the outer fleshy portion becomes the "luscious 
pea.ch-. De Candolle did not concur in this·, becauae he was not 
able to find the almond mentioned at all in the earlier Chinese 
writir:gs. In another way the evidence is against this suppo• 
sition, because the peach ssldom:, if ever:. produces a fruit with 
the least resemblance to an almond~ Perhaps future researches 
may reveal, through breeding, whether almonds can be developed 
from poaches, or the reverse. 
One of the Arr.erican writers, Honi. Lorin Blodgett (4) of' 
t )h:iladelphia, tried to overthrow all former opinions by claiming 
that the peach was indigenous to this continent( He baaed hie 
opinion on "ivhat t'!illiar1 Penn wrote in a letter to a friend1 in 
1683: "'There are qua.nti ties of peaches a.round every Indian vil;. 
lage, and he thought that they were not inferior to any peach in 
England; except the true Newington•" This is taken from the 
"Gardener's l onthly" and the editor in conunenting on it stated 
the,t t hore were othP.r at;d more tmportant reasons for not accept-
ing this hypothest e. One vm.s that 1 t does not take many years 
for the pea.ch to escape from cultivation and f'orm thickets along 
fence rows, roads, and other uncultivated places. In rne.ny parts 
of the South ea.stern states such conditions prevail and many 
trees are growing "wild,u 
Wo are nov1 paying much nore attention to the breeding of 
plants, consequently the early history of the cultivated plants 
is receivine more attention. It is interesting to study the 
primeval forms so as to be able to know more accurately the 
chan.geo which have come about since civilized man took charge o:f 
theM. 
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Tho United States Government through its Department .of Agr i -
culture , has made it possible to search thorou~hly all parts of 
the world , for forms which nay aid in determining some of these 
problems , and to furnish material for future studies and inves-
tir~tions . ( (It may be well to qualify the foregoing a little , 
by stating th_at the vmrld ia being searched wherever it is safe 
for an explorer to go . We have only to listen to the experiences 
of suoh explorers as Meyer a.nd Hansen to becor'le convinced of the 
truth of this. Meyer reports that he found it very do.ngeroua to 
go far into c~~tain parts of China . ) ) 
su~~ary. In brief, the origin of the peach seems to me to 
be about ~il::e this: Original species or for!!: unknown , or to 
what art of China it was originally indigenous; that it undoubt -
edly epraaa westward through the commerce which was carried on 
overland between eastern and \'estern Asia; and subsequently to 
all parts of -:uro"'c, r;orth ar.d South Air.erica , and wherever civ-
ilized rran ~i rated. 
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Claoai:fication·. 
Botanical position·. The position which the peach shall oc -
cupy in our botanical system and what name _t shall have are 
questions still undecided . It seerns as difficult to find the 
proper botanical system to follow as 1t is to find a classi:fi-
cation syotem which will recoive universal aa.nction . 
~n this country, at the present time, our botanists differ 
and there seems to be no way of settling the controversy even 
by arbitration.. Each writor has a preference and it seems im-
possible for each to ~ive or take, in order to clenr the matter 
u no only one n .1:'.0 need be used . Somo of the workers in our 
a _riculturo.l colleges and experiment stations look to the United 
StG.tes De artment of Agricul turo , ao the arbiter of sor::ie of' the 
perplexing problems. Within the last decade the Departnent has 
chanred the goneric name f'rom Prunuo to A."nygdalus . For p,ood and 
suffic ent re:::i,son s scl""'e future botani Pt 1:iay change b cli: to · Prunulil .v/ 
The peach was pl~ced by Linnaeus in his class Icosandria 
because of the group havinr, twont.y or more, unconnected stamens 
inserted on tho calyx. In most instances the variou~ botanists 
place it with the rose, and simil~r plants, in the larp;e family 
known as Rosaceao. It is of interest to note in this connection, 
th,at most of the lea.ding fruits, as the ap .le, pear, plum, apri -
cot , alMond, strawberry, raspberry, and blackberry belong here . 
The .rose is one of the leading ornamental plants both for plant -
ing in tho oPen and ror I'orcing in greenhouses , thus the iITpor-
tance of this family at once becomes evident • 
..,7 _ 
!·:ore or less has been written about the faMily Rosaceae and 
some have divided it into several parts . This has been done by 
Britton and Brown in America and by Schneider in Germany and 
under their classification the peach belongs in tho family 
Prunaceae . The former uses Ar.!ygdalus as the genus name while 
the latter holds to Prunus . Persica is used by both as the 
s ecif'ic name . Hill ')r ( r.) separates the almond from the pea.ch 
and gives to the latter the name Per sica vulgarie . Thus we have 
the three names for this fruit. Such celebrated botanists as 
Bentha~ and Hooker, Gray, Engler , Bailey, and Schneider use 
Prunua Pers i ca; Linnaeus , De Candolle, and others , use Amygdalus 
Persica; while £{i ller, Don, and a few followers, use Persica. 
vulgaris . 
( The peach is separated from the Blmond by the structure of'\ 
\
the fruit and from the plum by the downinesa of1 the fruit; the 
flowers are borne singly and sessile, and the atone is more or 
leas pitted or furrowed . 
Other species which may be noted are the so called Flat- · 
Peach of China, or Peen- to, and the nonedible form known specif-. 
ically as Davidiana . The spe~1es Davidiana, of · China., in this 
country is so different ~ro our common peaches, that it seems to 
be entitled to species ran • Some writers believe it to be the 
ild form of the each . It may, ho ever, give rise in the fut -
ure to vari ties wh ich will make it necessary to alter its sys-
tematic position, t he same as Bailey has done in regard to the 
Peen- to(6). The latter has produced varieties which take on more 
of t h e form of the ordinary peach, hence Bailey decided that it 
:ae only a variety . 
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Botarical naMe. The botanical name adopted in this paper is 
Arnygdalus Persica. !:!.• The other names Prunus perstca. (L) Stokes 
and Persica vulgaris, ]!ill. 1 becona synonyms . Bailey (7} uses 
the nair.e Prunus Persica Sieb . & Za.cc. These authors a parently 
did not use this na~e until a nunber of years after Stokes used 
it and if thie be true tho rule of priority would nullify this 
The nectarine iq very closely allied to the peach and by 
rr!Ost authors is now classed as a variety of it . It is not un-
common to find nectarines springing from peach seeds . In fact. , 
one has been discovered among the peach seedlings growing at the 
Alabama ~xperimer. t Station . 'I'he botanical name accepted is AfnyE,-
dalu8 Pers . ca var. laovis. 
Horticul tur r-,1 Croups·. Many schemes have been devised in the 
nast for the segregation of the varieties of peaches and nectar-
ines into groups and classes . Probably the first were only mere 
I, 
descriptions of varieties and no attempt was made to clas~ify 
t~em. ~ t is exceed nrly interesting to study the develonement 
of the various schenes and to compare one with another . Appar-
ently the early writers did not know just where to put the nee -
tarine . Some even raised it to the rank of a distinct species 
while others{have) placed it as a variety of the peach . Lindley , 
as will be noted in his system, holds them together until just 
before the fruit is to be cut to determine whether it is a free -
stone or a clingstone. At the present time the nectarine is not 
cor.o:.(~_!'"·e<l with t he pc:ach, except botanically, but the same di -
visions a r e use 1r un attempt be ~a~e t~ c_ass1f • t~ r . , 
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Considerable attention has been given in this paper to a 
conparative study of the var ious systems of olaesification~ As 
the number of varieties increase it is necessary to occasionally 
revie8 or extend these systems. 
Svsterrs of clns sification.. De Ca.ndolle ( "" ) writes: "In 
~urope t he most distinct varieties of nectarine and peach exist-
ed three centuries ago, for J ·. Bauhin enumerates them very clear-
ly; and before him Delechamp, in 1587, also gave the nrinci . al ones . " 
It is dourtleee impossible to give credit to the person who was 
the first to benin the classification of these fruits~ Pccord-
ing to Don ( n), "'fui:rner i n 1573 mentions peaches hi te and red; 
Parkinson in 1629 enur.) "'.' r a t e 3 twenty-one aorta, and J iller in 
1750 tllirty- one varieties . " ~-- ~ .. '1rn ,. Several atter.ipts have been 
made to class the varieties of peaches and nectarines1 by the 
le f' and flower, as well as the fruit; The first is by 1.h Poi teau 
(10) in the Bon Jardinior: the next by Count Lelieur in his 
"Pomone Franca i f'. e" • 
Li ndley (11) and Don both give Miller (12) in Great Britain . and 
Duhamel in Fr 2.nce ( 13 ) ere. it for being among the first to out • 
linl"I P1ch.0res for t h"' c ._ assificat1on of peaches and nectarines . 
Dl lI'. 0 .-e l 1 s C a s s tf'ic!'ltion, 77 • 
L Pechos, with downy skin , flesh separating from stone . 
<:> . 
~ ... . Pavies , wt th downy skin, flesh adhering to stone . 
'.'\ . • Pee hes violettes , srr.ooth skin, flesh separating f rorn 
stone . 
4. Bru none, eriooth skin , flesh adhering to atone·. 
' Jn other words t he peaches and nectarines nre classed ac-
cording to adhesion . I~ addition descriptions are given of each 
variety according to size of flowers . 
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~con after Robertson {14), a nurseryman in England, prepar-
ed a synoptical distribution of the varieties then in cultivation .· 
Considerah e criticism was hurled at his work, especially by 
Lindley.· I t is evident that the horticultural writers were not 
able to place correctly t he fruits even at that date. This 
illustrates how difficult it is for one to observe correctly and 
interpret cl aracters in ~l~nts that will meet the aporobation 
o:f others. Not long n.f'ter Lindley prepared his very elaborate 
system, but was unable to agree entirely with his contemporaries .• 
He states t hat ho based his scheme upon t he plan given by Lelieur 
(1~). It is very elaborate because of t he number of subdivisions., 
According to his plan it is possible to determine during the first 
season the class to which a new variety belongs· the division 
when it ·looms; nnd as the fruit matures the section and subsec-
tions re determined. Lindley explains in detail hio reasons 




L e~ ' :mo, tic T.., e. 
Claes. Division. Subdivision. Section. 
( 'Peaches. (Pav1es. 
1. ) Of.el ters. 
{ La.r e flo ere. ) 
( ( Nectarines. (Pavies. 
( (Melters. 
( 
I ( ~ Peaches. (Pavies. Leaves deeply ( 2. (Meltera. 
and doubly ) Ii:iddle flowers. ) 
serrated, ( ( lecte.rine . (Pa.vies. 
having no ( (l~el ters. 
lands. ( 
( ( Peaches. , (P vies. 
( 3. ) (!.falters. 
( Small flowers. ) 
( Nectarines. (Pa.vies. 
(!:el ters. 
{Peaches. (Pa.vies. 
1. ) (l.!eltera. 
( Large flowers. } 
( (Nectarines. (Pa.vies. 
( (!,·~el tars • 
( 
II. ( (Peaches. (Pa.vies. 
Leaves crenated ( 2. ) (Melters. 
or serrula.ted ) I.fiddle flowers. ) 
with globoee ( (Nectarines. (Pa.vies. 
glands. ( (.Lelters. 
( 
( (Peaches. (Paviea. 
( 3. ) (Mel t _ers. 
{ Small :flowers. ) 
(Nectarines. (Paviea. 
{Melters. 
( Peaches . (Pe.vies. 
1. ) {} .. el tere. 
( Large flowers. ) 




III. ( ( Peaches. (Paviee. 
Leaves crenated ( 2. ) (!~el tars. 
or aerrule.ted ) Middle f'lowers. ) 
with renif'orm ( ( Nectarines. (Paviea. 
glands. ( O:eltere. 
( 
I ( ( Peaches. - (Pa.vies. 
( 3. ) (Melters. 
( Small :f'lowera. ) 
( Nectarines. (Pa.vies . 
(treltere. 
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Up to this time , i . e . the early nar t of the n i neteenth cen-
tury , our colonists ~ere busy planting and improving t he fruits 
and plants in their ndonted land , and it is not to be supposed 
that they would not be.,in to study and c lassify them . 
According to Beiley (16) the first pomological work publish-
ed in America was Forsyth ' s "Treatise or. the culture and manage -
rr:ent of F'rui t Trees" in 1803 ( 17) . It was , in fact , only. a re-
print of the ~nel:tsh edition to which were addeq a few notes. by 
o-r'ii-....h. ~. ,\~A.. 
t'il l iarr Corbett. 'E1irty- nine European varietiet ,..were described 
but ro attar t ~ade to classify th~m~ 
In about 1817 , William Coxe (18) of iTew Jerney , brought out 
the first distinct work on American Pomology.. Descriptions wore 
given of a number of varieties , but no attempt was made to class-
The work by \iilliam R. Prince {19) followed in 1831 . Des -
criptions were ,iven without grouping . 
Soon after , probally about 1833, Kendrick (20 ) of L'assachu-
aetts , nubl ished the "?{ew American Orchardist", d he oakea use 
of a si~ule scheDe . Host of the descriptions were made ·from 
srecireens r,rown by him or contributed by friends consequent ly 
they were new ~no not copies of old ones .• 
~endrick's System (1833). 
I . Freestone . 
1 . Which ripen before Sept . 10th • 
. 2 . 10th . to end of Sept . 
3 . Lato Sept . to Nov . 
II . Clingstone. 




This adds the time of ri ening as part of the scheme; and 
to many omolo~ists i considered very im ortant~ 
About 1R4f. three authors were at \Ork prepar ng works re~ 
la.ting to the fruits in this country . Ardrew Jackson Downing 
(2li in Ne1 Yorkl John J ~ Thomas (22) in New York, and C~ 1! ~ 
Hovoy { 23) in .. ~assachu3etts. The latter repared roost ela.bor-
ate work but did not grou_. the v rieties t all• }. esee.;p · Down..; 
ing a.nd 'J"_omas classified the varieties i-n moet features quite 
alike; the differences; however,may be seen _n the outlines given 
on the following pages• They both separate the each from the 
nectarine~ Downing seems to -base his, largely upon that of Duhn-
el; but subdi~1ides according to leaf and flower characters. 
Thomas makes a slightly more elaborate scheme . The outline 
copi d is ta~.;;en from t!ie fifth edition . In later editions the 
final subdivision according to size of flower is omitted· 
In Dorming' s later editions the vari ties are described alpha-
> 
beticallJ without re ard to groups • Both of these bo ·.., have 
been through many editions and have eon revised frequentl • 
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cat~ n . (1845) . 
I . Freestone, flesh pale . 
A. Leaves serrate , without glands • . 
l . Flowers large , al ays red in center ~ ale 
e.t margin . 
2 . Flowers small , tinged with dark at the margin .. 
s . Le ves with s a.11 round globose glands . 
1 . Flovr rs large , etc .. 
t) < ov. ,rs snall , etc . ,_, . 
c . Leaves rith large , irregular , renif orm glands . 
1 . Flowers large , etc . 
2 . Flowore small , etc . 
II . Freestone , flesh deep yellow . 
A. Leaves serrate , without glands .. 
1 . Flovrera large , etc . 
2 . Flo:ers sm~ll ~ etc • 
• Le Yos with sna.11 round or loboaa glands . 
l ~ Flowers lar e ~ etc . 
2. Flo~'iers s all , etc . 
c. Leaves ,'1th lar,ge, irre ular , reniform glands . 
1 . Flowers large , etc . 
2 . ~lowers swall, utc . 
III . Clingstone . (or Pavies . } 
A. Leo.vos serrate , without glands . 
1 . Flouers large, etc . 
2 . Flowers small , etc . 
B. Leavos with small round or globose gland~ . 
1 . FloViors large , etc . 
2 . Flowers small , etc. 
c. Leaves with large , irregular, reni:form glands . 
1 . Flowers large; etc . 
2 . Flowers s all , etc . 
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I . Freestones or Velters . 
II . 
A. Flesh, pale or light colored . 
1. Leaves serr~.te, without glands . 
u . Flowers largo . 
b . Flowers small . 
8 . Leaves cren te, with globose glands . 
a . Flo-ors large . 
b . Flowers small . 
3 . Leaves with reniform glands . 
a . lowors large . 
b . Flowers small . 
B. Fleoh deep yel ow . 
1. Leaves crenata , \Vi th globoso glands . 
a . Flowers large . 
b . Flowers mall . 
2 . Leaves with reniforn glands. 
a . Flowers large . 
b . Flowers small . 
CJ.tngotonee or Pavies . 
A• Flesh, pale or light colored . 
1. Leoves serrate, without glands . 
a . Flowers 1 rge . 
b . Flovrer.s small . 
2 . Leaves crenate , with globoee 
a . Flowers lar .,e . 
b . Flo ere small . 
3 . Leaves with reniform glands . 
a . Fl'owera large . 
b . Flowers sma.11 . 
B. Flesh deep yellow . 
1 . Leaves crenate, with globoae 
b. Flowers small . 
2 . Loaves with reniform glands . 
b . Flm ors small . 
c. Flesh purplish crimson . 
1 . Leaves with reniforn glands . 





:.i:n 185R , Decaisne (24 ) in France began t he pr epar a t ion o:f' 
"Le Jardin Ji'ruitior , 11 and completed the two volumes devoted to 
the peach, nectarine , etc ., about ten years later . This is an 
excellent work , and wi..:iJii tho complete descriptions and,well exe-
cuted colored plates; ma~ei it of exceptional value . Du_~ame1 • s 
outline is used and the varieties are listed alphabeti cally under 
each division • In a prorinent position irr.mediat ely under the 
name o:f oach vnrioty l'.re given the chief char acters of the leaf, 
:flower; fruit, pit e.nd 9eason . 
~eores . (Peaches, freestone) . 
Pavies • (Peaches, clingstone) • 
About this tiMe Thompson (25), in , England , published a work 
in which he used the following scheme . 
I . 1'el ting caches • 
Flesh narting from the stone . 
J.. :Le::.ves serrated, glandleos • 
a . Flowers large . 
b . Flowers s~all • 
2 . i.,eaves crenate , with globooe glands . 
a . Flowers large . 
b ~ Flowers small . 
3 . Leaves crenate , with reniform glands . 
a . Flowers large . 
b. Flowers small . 
II. Clingstone poaches . 
B. Flesh firm, adhering to stone'. 
T.o~p~0~ s~ems to be one of tho few of the English writers 
to us , tL._ ygdalus Feroica L. for the pea.ch . ?tost of the English 
authors use either Prunus Persica Sto~es . , or Per sica vul garis 
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])bout 1860 Robert Hog·g ~e ),, one of' the great systematic 
por.olog1sts of Great Britain published hie large "Fruit anual"· 
.I n the pref'ace he otates "Nature ref'uses t o be bound,. and will 
not submit to be confined·, within the narrow limits that man 
ould assign to her." 
Svnons s of' Hosr(!•a Classification. (1 
A·~ Leaves \~ i thout glands.. 
~. Preostone . ~ Nobleaa&• 
2 • Clingston&•- Newingtone·, 
B'> Leaves With round glands•• 
l ' • Freestone. - ~.'ignonnes . 
2 • Clingstona .- (none) . 
O• Leaves with kidney- shaped glands . 
l ~ Freestone •• Purples . 
2 ~ Clingstone •-Pompones . 
II ~ Flowers s~all . 
A ~ Leaves without lands • 
1 ~ Froeetone •- Georges • 
2• Clingstone .- (none) . 
~ ~ Leaves with round glands. 
1 . Freestone .- Gla~ndes. 
2 . Clin stone.- (none) . 
C. Lea.voe with. 1:idney- shaped glands • 
1 . Freestone .- Chancellors • 
2 ~ Clingstone .- Catherines • 
• 
.. hi s reverses the order and gi vee the size o:f the f'lower 
first consideration; the leaves next; then,v.hether it ie a froe-
s t qne or clin~stone, in the last division . I n some re ect~ . it 
L ~ (1 d l on Lindle v ' n• ~t-e ,.,.ives a table of varieties:, distri -
buted according to the clas f cation system used, but all des-
- :i.8-
cripttons n.re iven alphabetically . 
In 1872 Fitz (27) published "The southern Apple and Poach 
Culturietu and it presents a rather novel arrangement f'or the 
claasifieation of peaches . 
Fit~'s C1Rs~if1oation, (1872) . 
I . Freestone, flesh pale . 
II . Freestone, flesh yellmt:r . 
I II. Clingatone. 
I" • Semi- cling . 
'I '!"nose vrh:!ch reproduce true f'rom seed • • 
Also a few doocriptions given under Blood peaches , Dwarf 
peaches, and curious ancl ornamental varieties . 
"Le ~ eri:ter0 was publi shed by Alphonso t·:as {28) about 1A72 . 
1Jh l s French author , escribod a. large number of varietios , and 
illustrated them with colored pla.toa. 
:' . Andre Leroy. (29) one of the foremost French nuroerymen 
of his tin:o, published about 1879, "Dictiona.ire de Pomologie" . 
in which considerable attent:i,on is given to the hiatory of the 
are 
peach . In Vol. 6, there "about 140 varieties described . 
On ": of t' o :r..1ost efficient systems 'for the classification of 
tho peach is the one suggested by l~r . G. _Onderdonk { 30 ) of' Texas , 
and l ater elaborated by Professor R. H. Price (31) . It is based 
on the geogro.phical range of oach variety, and not primarily on 
the charac tors of leaf or fruit . Mr. Onderdonk write a: tt ''le a.re 
conpelled to recognize t hat there are not only special strains 
of ueachcs, but that there are distinctions more obstinate than 
those of niere atrA.ln , which we can hardly define without the 
-1 9 -
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uae of a term no less comprehensive than the designation of .race . 
While we may depreciate the multiplication of d1etinot1on and 
the interests o~ peach culture in the higher latitudes have not 
required an observance of the distinctions of race, because only 
a single race has been comprehended therein the entire range of 
peach culture, yet when we eome to investigate the peach in low-
er latitudes, nature forces her claesificatione u on us with a 
perseverance that admits of no denial . n 
n\ 1a are aware tha.t our declaration of several types of peach-
es so distinct as to be entitled to the designation of the races 
will be met with critic sm by some more Northern minds . But in 
the extreme South, where different races come into part competi-
tion, the necessity of recognizing the diatinctions ·made by the 
hand of nature is forced upon men of" practical experience . Nature 
see~s to have assigned to each race special conditions, and there-
fore special zones. We find that while a single race (the 
Persian) occupies the northern extreme, and another race (the 
Peen- to) occupios the southern extreme of the general fruit zone , 
yet the intermediate zones of the different races are found 
successful unon r nu:r.. co"" on to e ch oth""r." 
'Ihe ,races :formed by Onderdonk and Price are: 
Peen- to. 
South China. - (Honey group of Reimer (32). 
North China. - (Chinese Cling group of Powell (~3). 
S anish. 
Persian. 
The Peen- to, or Flat- Peach of China, was first introduced 
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into England early in the nineteenth century and was f'irst ex-
hibited before t·~e London Horticultural Society in 1820 under 
the name Java peach . It was undoubtedly brought to this country 
soon after , Hume (34) states that Prince mentions 1t in his 
''Treatise on Horticulture" published in 1829. In 1869 ·er . P . J . 
Berc1rm~r.s, of Augusta , Ooorria , got seed from Australia and from 
this lot a peach :as produced which wae named Peen- to . From this 
have s run~ a number of' seedlings ~hich are of great value below 
the usually success:f'ul peach belt . Hurne (35) states that the 
variety described under thie name is not identical with that 
described by Prince and Downing in this country, and by Lindley, 
Knight and others, in Great Britain. It originated f'ro:rn seed 
planted in t~is country, consequently cannot be the ·same . The 
o~fsprir.g have varied very much toward the shape commonly epo{en 
of' s the re .. ular "peach form" . As mentioned previously this 
has led Professor Bailey (36) to lach the Peen- to as a variety 
of ?runus Persica, and not to hold it as a distinct species . 
South China race , or Honey group . The original tree o~ this 
grou c me from a seed sent to Mr. A. J. Downing (~7} in 1846 
from a. friend in Canton, China. Fearing that the trees would 
not be n.ble to stand the cold winter in New York he sent t'hem to 
South Carolina. In a few years one tree bore rruit and some were 
sent to the Hassachusetts Horticultural Society Exhibition . 
Subsequently Mr. P . J . Berckrnans of Augusta, Georgia, propaga-
ted some of the trees and distributed them anong f'r ends farther 
south. A number of ne~ varieties have been produced and they 
are roving of value in the southern portion of the peach belt . 
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i~orth Ch na race , or Chinese Cling group . According to 
Powell (~P.) this race, or roup, originated :rrom a tree sent 
from Ch~na t Great Br tain in 1844 . The Royal Horticultural 
I Soctety ~ent r.~r . Robert Fortune into China. for the purpose of 
collecting plants for their use . In America the British consul 
sent from Shanghai, China, o. potted tree to llr . Charles Oovrning 
in 1~no . AnothAr importation from another source went to Pen-
sacola, Florida, and from this lot n number of varieties have 
origin t~d. To this race belongs a large number of excellent 
commercial and das~9rt varieties . The Elberta, the variety that 
started the planting of extensive orchards in the Southern states, 
belongs hore, as docs the Carman, Chinese Cling, Thurber, and 
other varieties. 
Sp ~ish 7rou • The ancestors of this roup were no doubt 
introduced by oarly Spanish explorers and Missionaries into 
_··exico ar;d scme of our Gulf States . No doubt the inhabitants 
carri0d those froM Jace to place and consequently they became 
widely scattered throughout the neighboring sections . Taylor 
(~9) states that this group has fe described varieties and that 
its rann:e .. xten n as far r:orth as .aiichigan . In 1834 an orchard 
of three-hundred trees was found by t_e ~ettlers at Dou.las, 
.. ichigan . As a rule this form does not approximate the northern 
limit of the Persian race . In the states of Tennessee, North, 
and South Carolina, many seedling trees a.re still in existance, 
and the s eds are collected to use for seed stock. Thio grou 
is o""ten called "Indian Peacht' , "Indian Cling", "Squaw Peach0 
etc. One of the first varieties to receive recognition was the 
Columbia . _:any of the varieties continue to bloom for a longer 
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period than nost varieties, consequently the ripening season is 
somewhat prolonr-ed. 
Persian race. In this race belong the varieties which are 
the hardioat in the northern part of the peach belt, and many of 
them are of the highest quality . They undoubtedly ~eecended 
:rrorn the st.re.in introduced into England during the reign of 
Emperor Claudius • . From that source it ie natural to exnect that 
hardiness and quality ~ould be dominant characteristics. In 
.many respects the Spanish and Persian races are ali e, except 
that the former is not as hardy . The ancestors of the Spanish 
race were probably grown for centuries in a warmer climate and 
the forms ~hich grew successfully were selected. 
Bailey in his monumental work, "Cyclopedia of American 
Horticu l ture , practically ado ts the Onderdonk- Price system. 
1~e ohnngea nrJ principally the rearrangement of the position . 
The race descriptions are essentiell:l the same . 
aau ~h (4 ~) uses 'l:'homae 's scheme intact and briefly mentions 
the Onderdonk- Price eye tam a.s al tet•ed by Bailey~ 
The most recent scheme proposed ia tha.:t by Castle (41 ) o:f 
Great Britain . He uses Hogg'a system as a base but puts e1ze of 
f'lowors as the la.st subdivision . In speaking of the use o:f the 
size of flowers as the :f'irst division he eays: - ·"The chief dif'-
diculty is that the characters (size of' :flowers) are not avail -
ahle at the time when the fruits have to be deterr:iined, namely, 
when they a.re ripe.• · It may be recalled that Lindley used the 
reverse order because of the natural sequence, namely; leaves, 





Leaves with ~lands . 
A. Glands '.'Ound . 
1 . Freestone . 
a . Flowora large . 
b . Flowers small . 
:? • Clingstone . 
a . Flowers large . 
b .. Flo era small . 
B. Glands kidney ... sha.ped . 
1 . Freestone . 
a . Flowers lo.rge . 
b . Flowers Gt:lall . 
2 . Olingstone . 
a . Flowers large . 
b . Flowers om 11 . · 
Leaves without gla.nd13 . 
1 . Freestone . 
a . Flo:ers large. 
b . Flowers small. 
2 . Clingotone . 
a . Flowers large . 
b ~ Flowers small . 
The A.~erican Po~ological Society (42) has from its organiz-
ntion laid great stress upon the nomenclature of the fruits , and 
for many years has published a catalogue of varieties with dee -
cript ions noted by abbreviations . Many changes have ·been made in 
the iwnortance of certain characters . For instance, in the 
earlier reports , at least up to 1891 , the leaf' cha.ra.ctera were 
noted , but in recent catalogues theoe have been omitted . At the 
present t_ne only the size, forn, color of the skin and f l esh, 
adhef'i.on , neo.non and uses , are given . OUr best ornologists have 
ta en part in the preparation of these re orta and have devoted 
years of study and thought to them. 
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Many nurserymen at the present time aimply list the 
varieties according to season and adhesion. In most cases 
the word cli~g is added to the name in order to obviate the 
neceesitv of a note in regard to wheeher it is a freestone or 
clingstone. The season is considered by them as one of the most 
important ch~ractere. 
Metho~ suggested· for~ segregation 2f. varieties. It 
is a common practice for persona to compare and to group varieties 
around one which is widely known, as for instance the Early 
Crawford, and in many reepecte this is a desirable way of group ng 
for it bri ngs together v riot s having similar characters. T'n 
I 
proposec plan_. ::s oi:np.!..;/ a ...,ecb.a.viical r!lethod ?f' fiLd.i:1h out h 
varieties have characters in cor.lrl.on. In order to f'ori vroupe 
-·.n th:'..n i.·rav i·::. is nocosoary to re are a ta.bula.r list of varieties 
b;:r-aarldng the characters by asterisks placed in vertica::. 
coluri.ns. A slip of paper is marked with the characters of the 
variety to be used as the group form. By sliding the slip 
down the table the varieties having similar characters can be 
easily se arated out. ·4·0 illustrate this plan a table of 
varieties has bean prepared and from it have been separated out 
those varieties resembling the ITarly Crawford. The characters 
used include,color of the skin and flesh, adhesion, and season. 
1~os.t; of these data were taken from the catalogues of the 
American Pomological Society and of the Division of Pomology 
and the bulletins of' the Experiment Stations of Michigan, 
De 1 aware, Texe.s, and Fl.ori de.. The abbreviations used to head 
the columns are: Auth. for the original author of the descrip-
tion accepted; color of skin and flesh, c- creamy, w-white, 
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r-red, y- yellow, and g- grean; adhesion, o- clingatone, f - fraestone, 
a- eomi- clingstone; season, e - early, m- medium, l • late, and ~-very 
to modity early, mediuri :, or late. 
The value of this plan of segregating varieties depends 
upon the accuracy _of the descriptions and the number of char~ 
• 
acters used. 1'he writer believes that this method can be 
used to facilitate the identification of fruits. It would be 
easy tq bring together the varieties having similar characters 
' ' 
py means of a slip marked for the fruit under consideration. 
1:ethod of 5rouping. If the varieties resembling Early 
Cra.wford are to be separated out a. slip of paper is ma.?'ked thus: 
Color. Adhe :.;; 
Auth. Skin. Flesh. sion. Season. Origin; 
c w g r y cw g r y c f' a v e m l 
Early Crawford. 10 * •)} <f> * 
.,.. 
* 
* * ~ * "'$ * 
This is moved down the table and . it ia found that the following 
varieties resemble Early Ora rord in most respects: 
Color . Adhe -
~r'l.riety'.- Au th,; ~1c iri . Flesh. sion ~ Season~ Origin . 
c w g r y c W' g r y c f s v e r.1 1 
Early Ornw:ford• 10 ~;.. ·~!· -?~ * -t!o -?!<o N ~ J~ Chairs (Choic ) . 4 * i} {..~ {$ .. ~\ -:~ .1,t~d . Brigdon .. 4 ·~! .. ~~ ~:· · ·~~ * * N . Y~ Early Barnard . 10 "* ~,.. ~} * ~ ·:~ ·!} Ill~ Fi tzgorald •· 4 ·~':- * * ~~ ~~ * * Can ~ Foster •. 10 .:~ ~~ ~!-- -?~ ·!·· * ~~ ?~ass ; Globe • 10 ~~ ,-:f. ~~- .. ·,, ... ~~ { • .. * Penn .' 
~ alamazoo •· 4 ~~ * 0 -=~ """ ~ Lich.' Lady Inp;old. 4 i~ * -~:- ~: .. ·!~ ~~ .. ~!· N. O. Red Choek• 10 ~~ ~: ,,. --· .:~ ~l- ~~ ... ~~ f!"I . ' 
Reeves Fnvcrttc. 10 -=!~ .. :,: .. {!· ~=~ 4:· ~~ ,,~ N .' .T . 
Salway . 10 ~~ . i!· ~!- * .. ~ •ng: Smock .· 10 {~ ~~· -1.~ ~- -=~ * N .·J .' Sou thorn Early . 10 {~ ·::. * * N ;J •' ~t . John.· 10 ..,( * ~:· ~~ -!!· 41!- Am.' Yellow Eareri _e. 4 i$ ~ ~ ~~ An." 
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Guide slips .!&., use in tracing descriptions. 
Example. Use the slip marked Early 
Crawford to find varieties having 







Auth. Skin. Flesh. 
c w g r y c w g r y 
Slip to use in following deocriptiona. 
Variety. Auth. 
* ~
Slip to use in ~allowing doecript~onc. 
Color. 
Variety. Auth. Skin. Fleah. 
cw r v . c ~ r y 
Slip to uae in following descriptions. 
CoJ>or. 
Auth. Skin. Fl sh. 




Slip to use 1n following description • 
Color. 











v e m 1 
* 
Se.§i8""'1 •. 
v 1; ~ 1 
"* 
Season. 
v p r1 l 
sion. Season. 






ion. Season. Origi-n. . 
List 2f. Authorities Cited !!l Preparing !!!.!!. of Vari~tiea. 
1. Downing , A. J. e.nd Charles, "Downing'a Fruits and Fruit 
Trees of America . " Ninth Thousand , 1900 . pp . 596- 638, 
also, f'irst, second, and third a endixea of' same . 
2 . Thomas, J. J. "A!!lerican Fruit Oulturist." Revised by 1illiam 
H. s . Hood, Edition 20, 1897. pp. 418- 31. 
3 . Fitz , James. "Southern Apple and Peach Culturiet, Edition 
1°72, P • 273-300 . 
4 . Revised Catalogue of Fruita, u.s. Department of Agriculture, 
BUlletin No. 8, Division of Pomology, 1899. 
5. Barry, P. "Barry's Fruit Garden.n Revised edition, 1883. 
6. Proceedings of the American Pomologioal Society. 
7. Price, Prof. R. H., Texas Agr. Exp . Sta.,Bulletin No. 39. 
8. Powell, Prof; G. Harold, Delaw re Agr. Ex • Sta.,Bull. No. 5 • 
9 . Hume , Prof. H. H., Florida Agr . Exp. Sta.,Bull. o. 62. 
Reimer, Prof . F. c., " ... " u " " 73. 
10. Hichigan Agr . Exp . Sta., Bulletins Nos ., 103; 104; 105· 
106, and 118. 1894- 5. 
ll. Stark Bros. Nurseries and Orchards Co., Catalogue 1910. 
12. -Wickson. Prof. E . J., "California Fruita." pp. 309- 18. 
13. ~.unson, T. v. and Son , Catalogue 1907. 
14. Taylor. lrn. A., Ya rbook 1905, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
1,. Starnes, Prof. H. N.; Georgia Arg . Exp . Sta.,Bulletin No.42. 
16. Green, Prof. w. J., and B.allou, F. H., Ohio Agr. Exp . Sta ., 
Bulletin io. 170. 
17. Van Lindley , J. Nursery Co., Catalogue 1910. 
18. Alder~an, w. H., New York Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Geneva • . Letter of 1:a.rch 22 , 1910. 
19. Beach, Prof. s. A., Original description. 
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Peaches . ~ist of Varieties ~ 
Color~ 
Variety . Au th ~ Skin. Flesh • Adhe- Season . Origin . 
sion . , 
c w g r y c \7 gr y c f 8 v e m 1 
Admiral Dewey. 15 * ·:$ * 0 
.,. 
Advance . 10 ol!· * fl- * ~ • Albert. (Sidney) , 7 * * ~ * Alice. (Haupt) 7 * .:> t:• Tex . Albright. 4 {1 * ~ N. C. Alexander . * 'f} ~ * * ~· ~ '* Ill • ~llen . (October) : • * Mo • Anelia . 4 * -?~ ~ 0 * N. C. Ameliaberta . 4 ~ .. ~ * Ga . Ansden . 10 .. ~; ~ ~ Mich . 




Baldwin . (L~te) 7 -?~ 
Barnard . 7 ~ ;!'. ·i!• 
Barnos . 7 ,,,. ~;. * * ~ ~ llF Tex. Bea.trice . 7 ~ * * * . Beauchamp .. 7 ~ * ~=· ~ Beauty Blush . 8 * Beers Smock . 4 , ..:z. -:~ ·~ N. J. 
Belle de Bode .. 
Bell ' s October . 
Benango . 7 
Bequett Cl in • 8 * ~ • •!1'- fl. * {$- Oa.l·. Bequett Free . 8 r. ~So ·:~ '?~ .• . ... Cal . 
Bequett Ham·....,oth . 
Bergon . (Yellow) 4 * ~ ~ J!!• A:m . Berneice. 7 0 * * * * ~~ Bexar . 7 * * ~ Bidvmll Early . 4 ~ * ~ * * ~ .. Fla . Bidwell Late . 4 , * .f5. .:~. * * Fla. Bilyeu . 4 * * * 0 t!d . Bishop . (:8arly ) 4 * ~ Cal. Blood Cling . 4 * ~ * * {!• * Am . Blood Fre ~ . 4; '"' * * ~· * Am . Bo:ara . 17 ~· ~· •:1> * Asia. . Bokara No . III. 
Bokharia Uo . I , 7 ~ 0 * -t,\ ~ Bokharia o . II. 7... * {t Boloy Free . 
Bonanza . 11 "' ~ -?~ '" ' Boni ti . 7 
Brandywine 4 ~,. * ~ w * ~ Del . Br.gdon . (Garfield) . 4 * ~~ -?!• ~ 6 N. Y • Briggs . (Red) 10 i$ ~ * ·~ * <& 1.:ich . 
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Color. Adhe-
Variety.' Auth . SJ;;: n . Flesh. a ion . Sea.son. Origin. 
c w g r y c g r y c f a v e m 1 
Bronaugh ( Cling)• 7 
Bronson . 10 ..... ~ ~' ;r, . {) ~ ~ich. l 
ro\·m . 10 ~ ~· ... ·!~ ~=· * * Bruno. 
CablerrJ Early . 
Cabler (Indian). 4 * * * .. Texae • Calaway (Cling). 7 * .. Calif'ornia. 10 .> -!:· ·!~ ~ ~ * Hi ch. Cambrian. Ga . 
Canada.. 10 ]~ich . 
Conno.lly . 
Carnan. 8 * * * ~ • Texas . Chairs (Choice). 4 * * '.$ • Md • Champion. 4 ~ * * * * Ill . Chil i :a111s) . 4 -1> .. * * •* • N. Y. Chilow . 8 . * 0 Texas . Chinese Blood. 7 4$ * * ·:f Chino so Cling. ·4 <!) * ~ ~ ... . 0 Allh Chinese Free . 
Christiana. 7 ~~ I§ ·~ s .c. 
Clarissa . 7 ~ * 
Clifton Cling . l * * ~ * ~ CTimax . 7 * ~ ... * Fla . Cline No .I. 18 ~ { " * ~ .,,. N. Y. Clino No . II . 18 -~ -~ ~ ·=~ * N. Y. . l Cline No .III. 18 r- -~"' ~ * ~ N. Y. Colo:r.mn. 7 * Texas. Columbia . 4 • a. . 4" Ga. 
Comet . 7 '1:· * * Eng . Con1:1 inf;. 7 15 -?$> • ~ * * Mo .• Connet . 10 : ... .:> It ~ !.:ich . 
Connet{Southern 
JJarly) . 8 ... .r,. ~= .. .• N. C • 
Coolid e. 10 '* a • .;:. 1rich . Countess . 7 * ~ * ~:. Cmrn.n. 7 &!~ .. 
cox c11nr. 8 * ~ ~ Te:{as. Crinson Beauty) . 7 ~~ 
Croc:i:ett (!inte 
\'ihi te). 7 ~ ·!~ ~~ J . J . 
Crosby . 8 ~ ~:., ~· ·~~ * !fa.so . Crothers. 7 fl. >tlo 
Curtis. 7 * * * Texao. 
Davrson . 10 
Dennis . 10 ~ * ~ * ~' ·:~ 1.':ich. Dewey Cling. 
Diamond . 10 * '·1' ·:: .r~ -§ ·~ * Dowlinr;. 7 
Dorming. 7 * ~- * tr-Druid (Hill) . 7 ~ -?1' * Duff {Yellow) . 7 -:'· ~ ~ 
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Color . Ad.he -
Variety . Au'th . Sltin . Flesh. sion .• Season .• Origin . 
c w g r y c g r y c f s v 0 m l » 
Dug.["ar (Golden) . 7 ·!~ ·:} . ~~ ~· 
Dwarf' J an .. 
Early b~rnard . 4 {) {~ * .. ~ Ill . ,..arly Charlotte . 
Early China . 4 * ... ,:. ~ ~~ Early Crawford . - l * ~ * .. !\ N. J . Early G~orgc 7 * -!~ * ~ Royal) .. 
Early l.'ichip;an . 10 <?,~ ~ -f!· ·!# Mich. 
:?arly Rivers . r; ~ -!~ * -!~· Eng . Early Tillotson. 5 ·!'> ~ ... -It ·~ ·!:· ~ Arn . 
Early Toledo. 4 . .... * ~= .. ·!:· '· Ohio. Early Yor1 - . 4 -?~ '* -:~ :t -;~ o.!': Enr; . Faster (Down). 7 * -?~ -?~ Eaton . 4 .~ -!!-' •, ~'.· -:·· N. C. 
Eaton ( ro11en). 7 .,. * -!~ r.'de (Cant.). 10 •!:~ ~,. -~ * , .. ~\ ·~· Mich . Elberta . A * .... * ·~ ··- {f. _ ..!; Ga. 
Elberta (Geedlin~ 
cl inr) . ·!"- !~ .. ~ ·.~ ··: Ho . 
ildrod (Clinr>·· 7 * ~· ....... ·:f Texas . 
"' • ..,...,, . ..... a. 7 * * * ~:· ·!~ r iss . Ellison. 
Emma. 4 ~~ * ~ .. ~·· Ga . English . 7 * * ~ Eur ka . -l .,,} ·~ * ~\ ~:· La. Everb0arin • 14 ·!~ ·"· * :• .~ •7t --!~· Ga . 
Falcon . 7 * * of:· -:~ Family Favorite . -4 ~· ~·~ '.} '· ~~ Tex e . 
Fitzr::orald . 4 * ~~ ~t ~· ... ·"'· 
.. l'"'~ Can. 
Fl0'Tel1 en. 7 
Florence. 15 ~ .. ~ * .. ~':. Ford. 10 {" * * * ~~ ~ -?:. 
,... Hi ch . 
Ford No .I. 7 ·!!· -?~ .. ~ '"':· 
Ford l.o . II . 7 "' * .. ::. ·!:· ~.: Ford Red . 
Forrester. 4 .,.. ~· ... ~~ Ga • 
Foster . 4 ·~: .. * ~·" {~ Maes . Fox . 10 ir· ~:- * ~~ * ~~ .. ~~ Fox (Se dlinp) . 4 -:'· * ~~ <!1' {~ ~ . J . Frances. 11 ~ -.:~ * Friday. 19 ~- .. ' 
. Future. 
Galveston. 4 * ~ ~!~ 
.. .. :~ ·~$> Tex s . 
Gary Holdon . 
Gaylord. 7 * ~~ J,~ ·~~ Miss . Ge or e 4" 7 ·:~ .. :~ .... ~ .. 
Georges Late . 
Georgia (Belle of') • 4 * (\ ·~ * ·!:· Ga . GeM (Cling). 7 .... 
Gen . Gordon. 
Gen . Grant . 7 .. ;:, .y:. ·~"' '* 
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Color ~ Ad.."1.e -
Variety: Au th ~ Skin ~ Flesh . sion ~ Season . Origin . 
c w g r y c w g r y c f 9 v e m 1 
Gen ~ Lee : 7 ·:r.. ff\ * * Gen Taylor ~ 7 ·~Si * ~!· * {~ * Glendale (Beauty )~ 7 • * ~ Globe ~ 4 .., • ff~ ,: . ,,. .~ .~ Pa ~ 
Golden Cline;~ 4 ~~ ~;~ ~:. * -?f Ca l. Gold Dust ~ 
Golden Drop ~ 10 ·l} {~ * * ~ Mi ch . Gol~en G0 to . 
Goods October: 7 
Gov: Brirgs ~ 7 ••. n -f:· ~ 
Grays Holdon: 17 .."} * ~~ Grave s arly : 7 
Gravos No . II . 
Greensboro~ 4 ::- * -?~ -!°"  ! ~ c ~ Grey . 
Guadaloupe: 7 ,,... -:'· Texas . 
Haas: 10 * u '1~ * -~ ~· .. =~ Mich . Hale . 4 ·t~ .. ~ ~- ~ J,~ ~ ~=- Ohio ~ 
Harke rs ( Seed I ing) . -:~ ~ ~~ Am ~ 
Har tons Rivor . 
Houp ts :.urus t . 7 
Haunt ( "'xtra) . 7 * .. Jil!· --~ ...... ·!I!. Heath Clinp:. 4 -~ ,,. Ji.• 0 '* {" ~ J:d ! Heatl1 : 'ree . 
Henderson . 
Henriotta . 4 •:ti ~1' ~ ~t D. C. 
Hi lard (October) . 7 {~ ... ':. 
Hiley . 8 ~ ·)} * * -? ~1'- .. ~ .. Ga ; Hills Chili . 5 * ~., -?~ * .. .. :~ Arn ~ Honey . 4 of~~ -~- ~"' ,. .. N!Y ~ 
Hoovers Hoa th. 
Houpt October . 7 ~t * ·!t Howell Cling . 7 ·' -!~ {~ J.!' .. 
Hudson . 
Huester . 
Hyatt . 10 ~· '* ~~ -!) ~ -:~ !.!ich ~ Hynes {Sur ris~). 4 * ·:~ •* ~ ..:~ !Cy..; 
Imperial . 9 ~~ ~ ~ ... 14 .. * Fla ~ In ant ··:ond er . 10 ... ·~ ~t- ~ -;!• "!1- ··. .. :r. ..:· .. J~o • 
Io a Ironclad . 
Ispahan . 7 ~} * * ..Z"• 
Jaques Ro.rerine. 5 ·!~ .. :,. o?\ ,~ ·::- * Am ~ Jones Cling. 1" 
I J uno Roso . 7 ~ ~ ~-- ... "... ~) 
Jurio . 7 .•\ * {~ ·!: .. .. :~ * 
Kaln.rcazoo . 4 ·:! .. -:- ~ ·~ .. :~ .;~ ..... ;•1 ch ~ 
Kalql 'l . 10 ~~ .. !~ * -?~ ~ * N ;J ~ 1~err (Jessie ). 4 •!': * * ~· * •!f. Md ~ '...ey_ ort . 4 .t} ·=~ >'. ..:~· .. w Am ~ 
Knirht Cling . 7 ·.~ ~ I~ 
Kruw.melo (October) . 11 -3·e -·~ '~ 
~,. 
Col or . Adhe -
Variety . Au th • ~1kin . Flesh• sion ~ Season ~ Orip;in 
c w g r y c w 1j r y c f s v e m 1 
Lady Inn:old · 4 * ·: * * t~ ··:· ~!· N:. C• La. Flower . 10 {1- . .e~ * ~ Li;i Grange . 5 .. !! ... -=~ ..:t- * <?~ Arn ~ Lni l.y Parham . 7 
La Reine. 7 * * ·:1 * * * .::. Larr:e Yorl:: • 4 ..:~ ~ '* * Eng . Late Ad.inlral • 4 ~~ {f { ~ ·~ Fr. 
Late Ra.reripe . 4 * * .. ~t. * Anh La to '?Jhi te Cling• 
Le Chalenoine . 
Lee(G-eneral} . 8 .• ~~ * * ~ l. lil. . Le!""lon Cling . 8 <!~ -~ * * ~· .c . Lm1on Free . 8 ·:~ .. .. . of· * Ohio ~ Leo~1a.rd. 7 
Levys Late( ling) . 11 ~ 1t ., 
Lewis . 8 ~ ~ ,.~· ~~ Mi ch . 
Lill eye Sept . 
Lipsconb . 7 ~· ~ ·!!- ~~ 
Lolo (!iiss ). 8 * 
. >'. * ~ ..~ Texas • .~ Lone Star (SN;)d • 
Lone Tree 
(Branson ). 
Lo no "'roo :2arly • 
Lone Tree (i,'ix0d ). 
Longhurst . 8 ~ ~~ * * ~~ Langworthy . 7 {1' ~:. * -i~ Lonoke. 7 
Lord Pe.lmerson . 5 . ~ ,r.. ~ * Eng ~ Lorentz . 8 * .l) · ~ ·:!· ~" Louise . 8 * Eng • Lovell . 8 ~ {~ ·l~ Cal . 
Lovett Vihi te • 10 ~ * •X• ~ {~ ~~ ·!' Lulu. 7 ~i ·:~ ~~ Texas . 
i.ra.gnum Eonum, 
I.!amie Roes. 4 ~ {'- ~ .. i!· Texas . 
_.arcolla . 
ri''.ar ,... ~ . 
i: :ary (Choice) . 4 ~ ~ .. z: .. {$< ·~ }!d 1 
. •a thews Beauty • 17 ~~ -?!• -~ -~ .. ~! .. 
:ayflower . 11 ~ ~< :~ N. C. 
U:esoina · Golnon 
((Jling ). 
1:essina Golden 
Free . · 
' .iller . 
l iller Cling , 15 -~=-- * {~ ·~} ·:'!· Uillet . 
_:iner, 7 * ·~' MinniO • 7 .. :: ~~ * ·::· •!$ 
I.~i tchell . 7 ...·:· 
Litchel l No . II I . 
·Mixon Cling ~ 
_uxon Free . 




Variety . Au th • S~:in 1 Flesh. sion . Season . Origin 
c VI g r y c '\'l g r y 0 f s v 0 t1 1 
"<ooros F vorite. 17 w?"!- '* ~ ~ Am . Monti cola. 7 * Morris Vfui te . 4 ~· ~~ * ~}- Am . ountain Rose. 4 * ' i~ ~ Jl,,$t -?~ N. J . {rs . Brett• 7 '* -1$ * ~~ !_uir. 5 ~~ ~~ -=~-- Oa.l . 
Muskogee• 7 * im. 0 ~: .. 
. 
·~ * Fo . 
!'c Devitt . 4 * ·. ~ * * Cal . ~c Kevitte 
(Cling) . 8 '* * ~j. * ~ {$ -?$ ~ He Kernnel.? 
?•c Kinnel. 




Newington Free. 1 * ~ -!$. * * 
.. 
* ·~ Nicholas Cling. 
Old:nixon Cling. 4 * * -t:· <to~ Am .. Oldmixon Free. 4 ... !· '* of.· * Am • Onderdonk . 4 .. :c. ~ ~ .. :: TexLe . 
Oranee Cling. 4 * ~ * {:.o Oriole . 8 ('.· * -?~ 
. .r. Ga . 
Oscana . 
Ostrander . 10 ·~ ~ o · •Jt ~· ~act • 
Oviedo . 9 ~~ ~ .. ., ... -:·\ ~:._... . Fla .. 
Palrriertson . 10 .~ -! ·!!'~ '4) * ~ ·!~ .. •;. Palla.s. 4 ,~ o$ * -.::- Ga-. Pansy . 7 ~' .. •!( * ~· Parhar.'1 . 4 * * ~ ·!} .. ~ .. ~~ , IT' .• Peen~to . 4 * -:t. ~ .~ .. Ga. Peninouln. 4 ~~ -:~ ·!!- ~~ -?: .. i·d .. 
Persirin Cling. 12 -1:· * Cal.. Philip Hort.on. 
Ph~llipe Cling. 4 ~!· '.' ~~- -!t· Cal. 
Piczott. 10 * * I.~ ·~ ~ p_cquet . 4 ~ ~$- ~- ·!~ .. -!~ Ga . 
Picquets t n.te. 7 * ~· -!~-. ?ools Favorite • 11 ,:. * =· l?otter. 
?rices Free . 7 * ~~ * -"· .. ~ .. Pr_ncess {of \'!ales) . 7 f'll ~ 
Pr ze . 4 ·;} * ·~t -?.~ .}• 
Queen. 
Raisin (Cling) . 7 ·~ * .. ~ Rareripe 0 ed.). 1 ~·· ~:- ~ ~ .. * * ·!~ Reagan . 7 ~~ -~~ ~ ~ * 
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Oolor . dhe-
Variety. Authi. Skin . Flesh . sion. Season. Origin . 
C VI gr y c w g r y c :r 8 v e rn 1 
Red Cheek 
(Melocotonh 4 0 ~ ~ * Am;. Red Seedling. 10 ~ "" * * * * Red River. '7 ill • * Reeves . l C * °' ~ * • * Roevee Favorite. 4 .. :: .. .. * 0 * N.J . Reeves Lato 
Yellow. 
Reine de Verger• 
Ren .. 7 -.e> * * * * Richnond . 4 * * * 0 N. J . Ringgold. 10 * * * Texas . Ringgolds Uamrnoth• 
River Bank . 10 * o!$ * * * ~~ * Mo. Rivers . 4 * * * * Eng . Robert. 
Ro Dedale. 7 • f:· * Royal George . 4 * • Rllr • Royal Kensington. 
Runyons Orange 
{Cling)• 12 ~ Cal. 
Rupley (Cling). - 7 * 
,,, 
* Russell. 4 '4' * ·:$ .tJ Neb • Rutter. 7 
Sallie Morrell. 
Sahmy. 4 * * Eng . Sanders (Cling) . 7 * * * "' ~~ 0 Schumaker . ,7 
Scott. 10 ~ * * * ~ Scrur-;gs. 7 • ... * 
Sea Eagle 7 * <!) ~ * § * Sellers Cling. 
Seminole. 
Sonar. 7 * ... Septet'.!ber Queen. 
Shipley. 10 * % Mo . Shipley Red. 8 
Silver Eagle . 
Silver l~edal. 
Sims • 
. Sir.:irnons No. I. 
Slappey. 
Sloan. 7 ~ . * N .c .. 
Smocl~ . 4 . * 
... 
* * N. J . Sneed. 4 ~ * ~} ~~ .~ * Tenn. Snow . 4 .. ~~ * * ~ Am . Snow Free. 
S:r!O\"lS Or"'np.:o. 6 0 *· ·~ Am . 
. Southern Farly. 10 0 * * N. J • Spotswood . 8 * * Fla . Squaw. 7 * -~ -t:· Star. 
st . John (Yellor1 
or Fleitas) . 4 * -a. ·:~ Am . ' Stevene (Rarorine). 8 ~~ * {'< ~ ~· * {3 
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Color. Adhe-
~rariety. Auth. Skin . Flesh. eion. Season. Origin. 
c VI g r y c w g r y c f s v e m 1 
Stinson. 
Stonewall (Jackson) 4 ~ ~:· * * * 'Texas. Strawberry. 4 '!!- ~ * .. ~,. } • 1. Stunp. 4 * * * * * ~!· - • '!.. Success. 
Summer [)now. 10 ~;. .§ 4 * {~ Surpasse. 10 ~ {~ .. w (f. 
Susquehanna. 5 .. :r ~~ ~': .. .. :: .. Am • 
Switzerland. 10 0 * <!$ ·:lo ·~!· ·:: .. .~ioh. 
Taber. 9 {~ ·=~ {~ >' ". {!• ~~ .n. Fla. 
'l'arhell. · 7 * ·!!· ~:· ~~ 'J.lexas. 4 0 * * ·:} * Texas. 1'hurber. 4 4$- ·!~ ·:So ~ * Gn. 1'illotson. 4 -1.~ '* ~ -t." -!Z. n.Y . Tippecanoe. 4 ·:~· 4~ ~- ~' -~! .. Pa . 
Toledo.(1dvance). 10 ~:· * * ~ ~ * ~=- ·~~· Tonquin. 10 ·:~ ~ .. ~· * ~ .;!- ..'ich. 'I'opaz. 7 {~ J!~ 
Triu."'1ph. 4 ~~ * J.} f~ * .;:. Ga. 'lroth. 4 -~ * • ·!!- * ~~ ·': .. -~~. . J • 'l'usl""ena. 4 ·:~- -!$- {!- <tf. i:· 
' 
South. 
Ulatis. 7 * * {f-
Vorhees No. 1. 7 ·~- ~!- {~ i.~t. 
Van Buren D rnrf. 7 ..,. -!!- * Victoria. 1 "~ <ft- * * * Eng. 
\'laddell. 8 * • ott- '* ~~ ~ Ga . Wa.ger. 4 ~ * * ~~ N.Y. Waldo . 4 * * '"' * Fla . Walker (Free). 4 ' ~,. -!!• -~ .. ~ .. ·!~ Del . 
Walker (var). 10 * ·!~ * -C:· * ·!! .. ·:: .. ~'o. Wallace. 15 .:!· * '.:• -1:· '* ·::- "~ Ward( late). 4 ~ ... ... ·~ ~- ~~ -i~ ~ ,..,... 
WatElrloo. 4 ~~- ~ .> * ~ ·:~ ·'~ 
~ . y. .. 
·~est. 15 ..!· 
Wheatla.nd. 4 ~:· ~: .. ~· -?~ ~ · • y. ·~ ...... .. 
\:illett. 10 ·::. ~ * ~· ·::> ·:!-'.llondcrful . 10 ~,. * {} ·~ -tl' ~t- . ·ich. Worthen (Jonnie). 10 * ~~ {~ .. ~- * i!• Texas . 
Yellow Aue;ust. 7 * ~~ Yellow R~reripe. 4 * ~ "* * <?~ Jim . 
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Summar~;. It is evident that no c lassifica t ion system is 
now complete; becauGe there are no sharply defined divisions 
manifest in peaches . The author likes the plan proposed by 
Onderdonk because it gives a clew to the desirability of' a var -
iety in a certain section. However , :from observations in 
AlabaMa he believes there are serious diff'icultioa to be over-
come in using this system. It cannot be used in identifying 
varieties, ~ence, it io necessary to go back to other characters . 
Although season hac not been considered in many of the outlines 
yet it i s O:'"' i m crt~nce f'or there is hardly a syeteriatic pomo1-
or1 st who doe s not consider it i~ making a description of a 
var ety. 'Ii thout ·having a chance to examine a. large number 
of varieties the author feels that it :l,s unvrisa to attempt to 
outline a t.iVT c1'1eoification system. 
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Devel opr.ent. 
The subject of development will not be t r eated entir ely a s 
a mere review of the progress ~ade in the gr aving of peaches in 
the various parts of tho world, but special str ess will be laid 
on a discussion of some phases of the subject as rel ated to 
br eeding . 
Peaches in America . In America the peach is at home and 
next to the apple is the most import ant tree fruit . The re ort 
of the census for 1900 sho\ s that there were pr oduced in 1899 
over lf , 4~~,c~Q bush ls of peaches and nectarines . The principal 
states contributing to this were : 
California • • •••••• 8 , 564, 000 bushels . 
Texas • • •••• ••• • • •• 1 , 400 , 000 " " 
Uew York • • • ••••••• 466, 000 " It • 
.. :ichigan • • •• • •• • •• 340, 000 ff " • 
Arkansas ••• • • •• • • • 333 , 000 " II • 
Georeia ••••••••••• 260, 000 " ti • 
!aryland •••• • • •••• 172, 000 " " • 
Kansas • •• •• • •••••• 137 , 000 " If • 
:~issouri ••• ••• •• • • 61 , 000 " " • 
West Virginia •• ••• 18, 000 " II • 
Other States ••• • •• 3 , 680, 000 II II • 
The neach ~s rovm throu bout the milder portions of the 
country . To the north its range increases somewhat near the larg-
er . la es and streams, as a.long the eastern ahores of Lakes U chi an, 
Erie, and Ontario . To the south it extends into the citrus belt . 
In the west large areas are found where the each gr ows exceed-
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:lngly well• Within the last few years nany new sections 1n the 
sheltered valleys of the mountain regions have been planted to 
peaches~ 
There are some varieties belonging to the Persian race which 
\ 
can withstand several degrees below zero while perfectly dormant . 
throurhout the entire peach section the flower buds are often 
killed by late spring frosts and this is one of the principal 
fe,ctors in limiting succese:ful peach culture. The relation of 
frosts to. blooming period should be more carefUlly considered 'by 
the growers• It is true1however , that with the use of firenote 
the losses in this respect can be largely prevented~ At this 
time the subject of orchard heating is being considered more 
than in the past and. many are installing complete outfits~ 
The ea.rly settlerB, especially those f'rom northern Europe; ex• 
pected that it would be necessary to grow peaches on walls or in 
houses the same a.s they did at home~ It wa.s found that in many 
parts o~ the new land they 0ould be grown successfully without 
a.ny protection.. Hov.rever, those living along the northern border 
of the peach belt have adopted various schemes to save th~ir trees 
.f'rom winter injury. Straw and other materials have been used to 
cover trees, v:hile in some cases the trees ha~1e been -lowered and 
covered with earth. Other methods havi:i been used to protect the 
treas~ One of the :'.'lost ingenious arrangements was the one de -
vised and pa.tented in the early sixties by ~.~r• Weed (43} of this 
state (Iowa). This consisted of a narrow pit. provided with board 
shutters so formed and weighted that they could be easily rolled 
avray f'rom the pit. In addition he dug holes in the ground to 
aid in modifying the temperature of the pit during severs w~ather 
It was his aim to grow peaches in Iowa v1ithout going to the 
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oxponoe of erecting glasshouses . 'l'he use of whitewash as a spray 
to cover the twigs to prevent the absorption of heat rays and to 
prevent the premature opening of the buds has been ueed by Dr. 
Whitten (44) in his work in Missouri. The varieties having con-
' sidorable red colorin , Eaterial in the twigs are easily stimu~ 
lated into f rowth during bright de.ye in late winter. Those with-
out the red pignent remain dormant much longer and are not in-
jured by la-7.e frosts. Dr . Whitten is now striving to breed strains 
having good quality but without red twigs. Absence of red seems 
to be correlated with fruit of poor quality. 
Parts of California aro especially well suited to the pro-
ductton of poaches. The clir.:::ite f'avors the production of 
peaches vri th high s li l "":ing qunli tieo. 'l'he history of the devel - · 
opmer.t of the peach in that section is comparatively well known 
and is as interestin as the stories of the early gold mining 
days . It is reported that 
sold for ~3.00, each. 
tree in 1850 bore 450 peaches which 
Wickson (45) r,ives in an address before the American 
Po olo , ·.cal Society tho f'ollo ring in regard to the peach: 
"Californians have done more in originating new peaches 
tha.n in vn.rietteo of' a.ny other f'rui t. ?he peach has always been 
our leading deciduous fruit,though it is closely pressed, if not 
surpassed, by the plum family, which of course includes prunes . 
Our orig nation of new peaches first obtained the notice of your 
Society, if I am r:ot :mista.1~en, and Brigg' a Red 1~ay is a memorial 
of one of our .reatest nioneers in fruit ... growing . " 
ttrt would req_uir~ an elaborate eeeay and much study to do 
anything like justice to the character and values of our new 
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neachos , In different periods of our advancement, selection of 
seedlinrs has proceedod upon different standards of excellence 
which seo~Ad at th~ time of special importance • In pursuit of 
these ends we have extended our poach season at both ends , so 
that it now runs f'rom Decor~.tion to Thanksgiving day . We es-
ca.!'ed curl - leaf both by new and selection of old varieties , long 
b foro the discovery of tho efficacy of fungicides , 11;hich make 
the treatEent 1 ss i~portnrt . We have peaches wholly free from 
red color in the· flesh or sJ:in , so that the canners can have 
clear juice , and we have others deep red at the pit for t he 
'!"each driers •. Pe have clings which for size and for var:loue corn.; 
rnercial purposes Aurpass the old varieties , . have largely replaced 
them in our nlantings .. For peach drying, too , we have trained t he 
·trees to be sparinr; cf the juice, so we would have less wat er 
to 0vn.porate . For p:oneral roundness of form , absence of un-
syMrrntrical projections and smallness of pit , we have made many , 
g od niarks in our wor'. with paachos . " 
The each is seriously affected by a number o:f' p.9.rasi tee 
and· in some instances the industry has been abandoned on that 
o.ccount . '!he :rell w·s is one which has been most injurious , 
al th"'Uf"h th orr;ani m cnusin it is unlmowr.. . The brovm- rot 
(Sclerotinia :f'ructirona 'bhroeter.) is one of tho most insidious 
a.nr causes a. lose ea.ch year of more thar. five million dol.lars 
(40) . The disease cannot be held in chock by the use of the 
ordinary fUngicides , because of the injury to the host . Within 
the last five years it has been found that tho loss may be less -
ened by the use of solf.-.boiled lime- sulfur wash . T h i s spr ay is 
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not as injurious to tho foliage as are the copper compounds . 
Breeding • In brooding it is necessary to know: 
Fl.rst1 within what limits does the form vary? 
Second1 what ar e its r acial characters? 
In poach breeding this neceaoarily leads to a thorough 
study and investigation into the question of peach characters~ 
'l'he sp~i.ce devc ted to a di scusf'.1ion of the attempts made in the 
past to classify the varietieo of peaches demonstrates conclu-
si 'rely that the peach dooa vary and wi thin rather wide limits. 
So far little duta have been · collected regarding the char-
acters of the peach~ It is evident, therefore, that all re-
searches should be thorough a.nd the observations made clear 
and complete enough to meet the demands of science The question 
naturally arises , what are tho primary or unit characters in the 
peach? Are any of these unit charact rs; color or texture of' 
f'lesh·, nubescence, earliness, size of f'lowere, adhesion, or re-
sista.nee to disease? The one character t hat has stood the test 
of' nore than a century is adhesion. Up to nearly t he close of' 
the Nineteenth century only two d1vif.lions under this wore noted, 
no.moly free s tone ancl clingstono.. About 1890 an intermediate 
r,rade began to bo u s ed 1:nor·n e,s oo:mi - cling. Fron t his 1 t rnuld 
seem that through co~stant crossing and recrossing theae char-
acters are blendine; and cannot be co_nsidered as unit characters .• 
1'he same seems to be true regarding size of' flowers, extra nee-
tary glands on the leaves , and color of flesh . Season 1a of 
great imnortance rro~ a taxonomic aa we 1 as an economic stand-
no i.nt. !t ce.m:ot be P.tatcd in exact terms but must be with 
reference to locality anc. in comparison vi th certain varieties . 
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:.;endelie.n Characters. Sinco t!1e attention of the world 
has been ca.llccl to the invaluable and classic worli:: of Grep:or 
Hendel (" 7), r.~e.ny oxnerinontc have been undertaken to determine 
if other forms of plants BhOVi a. srli t.ting of' characters, in reg-
ular pro!)Ortion , h1to dominants and recessives as fi.id those cf 
the nea. How tho characters of the per:.ch behave is of great 
importance . Very little of the \vork :i.n the past thror;s any 
lip:ht on this phase of breeding. In fact, most of the wor1{ 
haa dealt only ~ith the production of varieties of economic value. 
It is believed by the author that adhesion, color of :flesh, and 
ponsibly ' color of fruit, are characters that should bG studied 
to determine whether t hey foll0\7 this law or not . 
Correlation. It is important, also, to study the corre~t ­
tion of characters in order to hasten the selection .of seedlings 
which show conclusively that they may have merit . The question 
may be as :ed, do rmy of t he characters grovp themselves or go 
together in such a way eo as to indicate correlation, as color 
or s ze of leaves to siz·e or color of f'ruit (48)? It is believed 
by sor:;e that late blooming varieties (exa!!lple,Alexander) ripen 
their fruit early. According to Smith (49) observations maae 
by the California station indicate that they do, while at the 
Alabama station observations indicate that they do not . Such 
observations are not conclusive . They can only be settled de~­
ini tely by careful observations extending through a long period 
of years and through nany generations . 
Taxonomic Characters . From the recent researches of Cannon 
(50) it is evident that mere taxonomic characters cannot always 
be relied u~on . During the past year a great deal has been said 
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and written about tho Wonderberry U>l) . Burbanlt claims that it 
is ~. Cl"Os s betv:ean Sol o.num uin n:ie and S . villosUJl'l which origi -
nated on his grcu111 ' 1: . rmy reputa.ble botanists havo exaJ"1ined tee 
ulant taxonomically and decided that it was not a h ybrid but an 
iz:iproved form cf either S . villosurt or S . ni ,rum. Cannon ex-
amined t ho . lant or carefully and decided t hat certain hairs 
were typical of s . Guiense and ~ore not found on s . villosum. 
On t he other 112-nd s .n:e c!J. ract.:;._..., :;.-,:.:-:::·..:1G s . villosum so close-
ly that it must be ccns.i..dored a hybrid. 1'his is added sirn 1ly as 
an i llustration of Lo-:1 necessary it is to tnterpret properly a.11 
characters ar:d not depend entirely on taxonomic f'eatures only . 
Breeding of poaches resistant to brovm- rot. Several years 
ago this project was undertaken by the author at the Alabama "!iX-
periment s tation, to determine, if possible, whether the power tc 
resist this disease could be made dominant. 
Purposo of projoot: 
First. A study of the peach with reference to t..~e variation 
in degree of immunity from the attacks of brown-rot (Sclerotinia 
fructigona (Persoon) Schroeter.} shown by different horticultural 
varieties and also by seedlings developed by breeding. 
Second . A study of the influence of environment on the intma-
relations and intoractivitiee of the host and parasite. 
Third. fill investigation as to what characters in the peach 
are unit characters . 
Fourth. An inquiry as to the heredity nature of hardiness, 
disease resistance, productiveness, and other important characters . 
r ethods. 
1st. Establishment of a collection of horticultural varietie s 
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for the purpose of having under observation peaches whioh shall 
be pro erly des~gnated by correct nomenclaturo . 
2nd. '.:he ma)::ing of a series of annual observa tiona on this 
material showing Ya.rietal di:fferenceo w~th reference to the more 
important characters, particularly, 
(a) freedon from rot. 
(b) hardiness of tree. 
(c) productiveness. 
(d) quality. 
3rd. ~he maintaining of a series of records of the humidity 
and temperature of air and soil aa related to the susoeptibilit 
of the varieties to tho brown- rot. 
4th. Self breeding and crossing of peaches for the purpose 
of studying the transmission of characters. This will include 
particularly tho breeding of parents selected because of the 
notable i l1'.l!'lunity of susceptibility to the brown rot. 
Soon after the project wa s approved letters were sent to 
mnny arsons interested in poaches requesting data regarding the 
resistance of varieties. 11any or the replies gave little in-
for~ation. Some mentioned varieties which seemed to be more 
or less resistant, but it was found, however, that some of the 
varieties were considered by others very susceptable to the disea se . 
In order to prove whether this ia entirely duo to an excess of 
humidity ce.reful recordo are being ma.de of' the humidity a.nd of' 
the appearance and a!T'ount of rot. Efforts are being ma.de to 
find varieties, or trees, which seern to be resistant . A few 
years ap:o :r.~r. 'l'. V. :1unson, of' Texas, told the writer tha. t he had 
a variety which seemed to be fr~e of rot while the surrounding 
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trees were be,dly affected. Somo of these trees vere secured 
and are now growing in the orchards. The variety is not of 
high quality consequently can only be used to impart reaiete.r..ce , 
providing it proves to have it. 
Besides the Adams fUnd project just described and the one tp 
reduce the w.munt of red in the twigs mentioned on page 40, Dr. 
E. \ l . Allen {52), of the Office of Experiment Stations, mentions 
another: "Tho function of nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid 
in the production of tho peach and apple." ~~ * * "To determine, 
if possible, by physiological studies, tho effect of these . con ... 
stituents on the health and growth of the tree, the time of 
blossoning, the roduction, color, and quality of the fruit, 
, the ripening of the wood, etc." 
'The three Adams f'und projects enumerated attack three 
i~portant problems. The last has to do with the part which the 
chief' elements of' plnnt f'ood play in the growth and !"unction of; 
the tree. The others deal with methods to eliminate the losses 
v:hich now occur by disease and v1eather conditions. All a.re of' 
fundamental importance, and if' properly conducted, should add 
ma.terially to the constantly increasing body of' ecientif'ic 
' , 
knovledge of plants and their :f'unotiona, especially the peach, 
and particularily to put plant breeding on a better basis. 
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